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Introduction. The presence of an order has played a very prominent role in

the study of rings of continuous real-valued functions. Hewitt [17] showed that

the residue class fields of these rings are always totally ordered and, over non-

compact spaces, may be non-Archimedean. Kohls [22] showed that the residue

class domains of these rings are also totally ordered. In some recent researches

[1 ;2] the author has exploited a fact, known to Baer [3] and Krull [23]: that a

totally ordered non-Archimedean field has a natural valuation. It is also clear

that a totally ordered non-Archimedean integral domain has a natural valuation

sorts. These valuations, although derived from the total order on these domains,

can be defined for integral domains that are not ordered ; thus an attempt at an

application of this valuation theory to the residue class domains of the ring of

continuous complex valued functions is natural.

The solution of certain integral algebraic equations in these domains will be

treated in §1, together with the proof that these domains are integrally closed in

their quotient fields (Theorem 1.8).

In §2 a place-like mapping will be defined on these domains, which has many

of the algebraic (Theorem 2.2) as well as the topological (Theorem 2.5) properties

of a place.

In §3 an abstract discussion will be given of Abelian groups and integral domains

with valuation, followed by an application of these ideas to the natural valuation

on the residue class domains of these real and complex function algebras (Theorem

3.6). It will be shown that these valuations are given by the place-like mappings

defined in §2 and can be used to analyze the structure of the prime ideals in these

domains in terms of the order and algebraic properties of the value semigroup.

In §4 order properties akin to that of being an n^-set will be studied and will

be shown to be inherited, in modified form, by the value set of an Abelian group

with valuation from the group. Application will then be made to the domains in

question (Theorem 4.4).
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In §5 it will be shown (Theorem 5.1) that a totally ordered Abelian group is a

near na-set, a > 0, if and only if certain valuation conditions hold. This result

will be used in the proof of Theorem 4.4 and will be used to show (Theorem 5.5)

that the domains in question are 1-maximal, a valuation condition.

The order and valuation properties, as applied to the domains under study

in this paper, are properties similar to those of an nx-group. In view of Keisler's

recently announced results [19, Appendix], there is accumulating evidence that

nx-set conditions do indeed arise in the residue class fields for a > 1. That these

conditions hold over nondiscrete spaces, that nonmaximal prime ideals exist that

are contained in these extraordinary maximal ideals, and that the resulting real

domains are near n^-sets still remains, as far as the author knows, in the realm

of wild conjecture. However, the techniques of this paper are sufficiently general

to translate any such information about order into information about the structure

of the prime ideals in these domains and into information about the degree

of maximality of their natural valuations.

1. Let X be a nonempty completely regular Hausdorff space, let A be the ring

of all real-valued continuous functions on X, and let A' be the ring of all complex-

valued continuous functions on X. Clearly, A is a lattice-ordered algebra over R,

the reals, and A' is an algebra over C, the complexes; further, A is a subring of

A'. The absolute value mapping takesfeA' to |/| in A. A subset S' of A' will be

called convex in A if, given seS',aeA' such that | a | _• | s |, then a e S'. (Through-

out this paper whenever an absolute value is present, "convex" will have this

meaning.) Let S' be a convex subset oí A'; then S( = S'f\A) is convex in A and

S' = {a e A' : | a \ eS}. Hence S' -» S( = S' n A) is a one-to-one order preserving

correspondence between the convex subsets of A' and those of A. Let A'* (A*)

be the set of all bounded functions in A' (A). Kohls [22] has proved the following

proposition for A and A*, which generalizes to prove the full result. (See also

Gillman and Jerison [11,Theorem 5.5].) By "a prime ideal" is meant a proper

prime ideal.

Proposition 1.1.   Prime ideals in A', A, A'* and A* are convex.

Corollary 1.2. The prime ideals P' of A' (A'*) are in one-to-one order preserv-

ing correspondence with the prime ideals P of A (A*) under the mapping

P'->P( = P' C\A).

Let P' a prime ideal in A', let P = P' C\A, let B' = A'/P' and let 5' be the

canonical homomorphism of A' onto B'. Let B = ô'(A) and let S be the restriction

of Ö' to A. Kohls [22] has shown that B may be ordered so that ô is order pre-

serving and that under this ordering, necessarily unique, B is a totally ordered

ring. Every positive element B has an nth root in B. The following deeper result

is known to hold.
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Theorem 1.3. ^4ny monic polynomial of odd degree with coefficients in B

has a root in B(2).

An integral domain D will be called integrally real-closed if it is a totally

ordered ring, if every positive element has a square root in D, and if every monic

polynomial of odd degree with coefficients in D has a root in D.

Corollary 1.4.   B is integrally real-closed.

An integral domain will be called integrally algebraically closed if every

monic polynomial over it has a root in it: i.e., if every such polynomial splits

into linear factors over it.

Proposition 1.5. The quotient field of an integrally real-closed (integrally

algebraically closed) integral domain is real-closed (algebraically closed).

Proof. Let D be an integrally real-closed integral domain and let E be its

quotient field. Let E be ordered in such a way that the mapping d->d/l of

D into E is order preserving; then E is a totally ordered field. Since a positive

element u in E may be written as the quotient of positive elements in D, each of

which has a square root in D (since D is integrally real-closed), u has a square

root in E. Let/(y)eE[y] and let it be of odd degree n. We may choose a eD,

a # 0, such that af(y) = g(y)eD\y~\. Let the leading coefficient of g be b and let

í = by. Then let b"_1g(y) = h(t). Clearly h(i) is a monic polynomial of degree n in

D\f\. Since D is integrally real-closed, n has a root deDii.e., d/b is a root of

f(y) in E, showing that E is a real-closed field. A similar argument can be used

to prove the remaining statement.

Lemma 1.6. Let D be an integrally real-closed integral domain that

contains a copy of the rational numbers(3). Then D' = D{i] is integrally al-

gebraically closed.

Proof.   The mapping i-*—i induces an automorphism on D'. For aeD'

let â denote its image under this automorphism. Let/(y) be a monic polynomial

with coefficients a,- in D' and let/(y) be the polynomial in D'[y~\ whose coefficients

are a¡. Then fiy)f(y) is monic and in D[y]; thus it suffices to show that every

monic polynomial in D[y] has a root in D'. Let f(y) be a monic polynomial in

D[y] of degree n = 2rs, s odd. Since D is integrally real-closed, if r = 0 then/(y)

has a root in D. Let m e N and assume that all monic polynomials/(y) in D^y"]

have a root in D' if r < m. Assume that r = m.

(2) This theorem is essentially proved by Gillman and Jerison [11, Theorem 13.4], and may

be proved by substituting "prime ideal" for "maximal ideal" in their proof. This question has

been treated by Hewitt [17], Henriksen and Isbell [16], and Isbell [18].

(3) Some assumption of this sort is necessary, for if D is the set of real algebraic integers

then D is an integrally real-closed domain, but D[i] does not contain the roots of x2 + x + 1

and hence is not integrally algebraically closed.
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Let F' be the quotient field of D' and let F be the subfield of it generated by D.

By Proposition 1.5, F is real-closed; thus F' is algebraically closed. Let ax,---,an

be the roots of/(y) in F'. Let q be a rational number and let bJk = a¡ + ak + qa¡ak

for 1 zg j < fc zg n. Let h(y) = Y\i^j<k^n(y — bJk). The coefficients of h(y) may be

written as polynomials over D in the elementary symmetric functions in ax, •■•,a„,

all of which are in D, since /(y)e/)[y]; thus h(y)eD[y] and is of degree

n(n - l)/2 = 2m~ 1s(2ms - 1). Since s(2ms - 1) is odd, we may invoke the induction

hypothesis and conclude that h(y) has a root in D'. Since the rationals are infinite,

there exist j, fc (1 zgj < fc zg n) and distinct rational numbers q and q' such that

aJ + ak + qajak = d and a¡-st-ak-\-q'aiak = d' are in D'. Thus a¡ak = (d — d')/(q — q')

and üj + akeD', and p(y) = y2 — (aj + ak)y + a¡akeD'[y\. To show that f(y)

has a root in D' it suffices to show that any monic polynomial of degree two in

D'[y] has a root in D'. Since \eT>, we may use the quadratic formula to reduce

the problem to that of finding a square root in D' of every element z in D'. The

imaginary part of z or z is non-negative; assume that z has this property and

let z = a + bi, a, b e D. Let c = (a2 + b2)y\ Clearly c e D and c = |a|. Let

w = ((c + a)/2)Vl+((c - a)/2)'Ai. Since %eD and since D is integrally real-closed,

w eD'. Clearly w2 = z and (w)2 = z, proving the lemma(4).

Continuing under the hypothesis of Lemma 1.6, we have the following.

Corollary 1.7.   D and D' are integrally closed in their quotient fields.

Proof. Since D' is integrally algebraically closed, it is integrally closed in its

quotient field F'. Let/(y) be a monic polynomial in D[y] that has a root a in

F, the subfield of F' generated by D, which is of course isomorphic to the quotient

field of D. Since D' is integrally algebraically closed./(y) splits into linear factors

in D'[y]; thus a e D' OF(= D), proving the corollary.

On noting that B contains a copy of the reals, and thus the rationals, we have

the following main theorem of the section.

Theorem 1.8. B' = B[i], B (B') is integrally real-closed (integrally algebra-

ically closed), and is integrally closed in its quotient field, which is real-closed

(algebraically closed).

2. Continuing in the notation of the last section, let 0' = {beB' :\b\ <n

for some neN} and let g' = {b e B' : | b \ < 1/n for all n e N}. Clearly 0' is a

subring of B'. Under the canonical homomorphism ô', that maps A' onto B',

the constant functions C in A' go into 0'. Further, g' is a prime ideal in O' and

is the maximal convex subgroup of 0'. Since ô'(A'*) = O', we see from Proposition

1.1, that the prime ideals in O' are convex, where \a + bi\ =(a2 + b2)112 for

a, beB; thus g' is the maximal ideal in 0'. Let n' be the canonical homo-

morphism of 0' onto 0'/g'(= fc')- Clearly fc' contains a subfield, n'ô'(C), iso-

morphic to thecomplex number field. We will show that fc' = n'ô'(C).

(4) This proof is closely related to a proof given by Bourbaki [4, pp. 40-41] on fields.
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Let O = O' f\A, Q = Q' n A, and let n be the restriction of %' to 0. Q is a

maximal ideal in the ring 0, it is convex, and further it is the largest proper

convex subgroup of 0. Thus, ordering k(= n(0)) in such a way that n is order

preserving, makes k into an Archimedean totally ordered field, k contains tcô(R)

as a subfield. Since this subfield is isomorphic to the reals and since k is Archime-

dean, k = Jiô(R). Clearly 0' = O(i), Q'= Q(i), and k' = k(i); thus k' = n'6'(C).

We have proved the following lemma.

Lemma 2.1. Given fe(o')~10' there exists a unique weC such that

f-we(ô')-lQ'.

For fe (ô'y 10' let f*(P') be the complex number w such that f - we(ô')~lQ'

andforfeA'andf£(ö')~10' let f*iP') = ce. f e A' will be said to be finite

at P' iff*iP')eC and otherwise infinite at P'; thus we have the following

theorem, which shows that the mapping /->/*(P') has manty of the algebraic

properties of a place(5). (See, e.g., Zariski and Samuel [24] for the definition of

a place.)

Theorem 2.2. Let P' be a prime ideal in A'. The mapping f-*f*(P') is

a homomorphism, of the algebra of elements of A' that are finite at P', onto

the complexes, which is linear over the complexes. If feA, f finite at P', then

f*iP') is real. Letf be a unit in A', f is infinite at P' if and only if (1//)*(P') = 0.

Finally, f is finite at P' if and only if a and b are finite at P', where f= a + bi,

a, be A; thusf* = a* + b*i.

For feA' let Z(/) = {x e X : fix) = 0} and let Z(P') = {Z(p) :peP'}. (See

[11,2.2] for details.) It is easily seen that Z(P') has the finite intersection property

and thus is a directed set (directed down). We now have a result that begins to

establish the topological nature off*.

Proposition 2.3. Limv eZ{p,xf(U) =f*(P'); thus f is finite ai P' if and only

if there exists U eZ(P') such thatf is bounded on U.

Proof. Let/ be finite at P' and let/*(P') = w. Then ô'(f- w)eQ'; thus

|<5'(/- w)| < 1/n for all heJV: i.e.,0 zg ô(\f - w\) < l/n for all ne AT. By the

nature of the ordering on B (see [11, 5.2]) there exists p„eP such that

0 zg |/- w | + p„ zg l/n for all n e N. Let U„ = Z(p„); this is of course in Z(P').

On Un, 0 zg [/— w\ zg l/n; thus LimneNf(U„) = w, giving the result if/ is

finite at P'. If f*(P') = co then n < |<5'(/)| = <5(|/|) for all neN; thus there

exists rneP such that n zg |/| + r„. Let V„ = Z(r„). Clearly VneZ(P') and on

V„, n zg |/|, proving the proposition.

(5) For/e A, given a maximal ideal M in A,f*(M) was defined by Gillman, Jerison and

Henriksen [10] using the Stone extension theorem of continuous functions from X to /?X;they

derive our definition, as a theorem. The algebraic definition in the real case for prime ideals is

considered by Gillman and Jerison [11, Theorem 7.16].
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Corollary 2.4. Let M' be the maximal ideal [11, 2.11] of A' that contains

P'. ThenforfeA',f*(M')=f*(P').

On observing that Z(P') cz Z(M'), the result is clear (cf. Gillman and Jerison

[11, Theorem 7.16]).

Let Y be the set of all prime ideals of A' and let Y be given the hull-kernel

topology: i.e., for a nonempty subset T of Y, let kernel (T) = p|P-eT P' and

for an ideal I in A' let hull (/) = {P'eY:Icz P'}. Let Tc, the closure of T in Y,

be hull (kernel (TV). Let <pc= <p. Note: for P'eS,the{P'}c= {P'xeY :P' czP[}

thus Y is not necessarily a Hausdorff space. Let Y0 be the set of all maximal

ideals of A'. The topology on Y0 induced by Y is the same as the hull-kernel

topology on Y0, under which it is a compact Hausdorff space.

Let p e X and let M'p = {/e A':f(p) = 0}. Clearly Mp is a maximal ideal of A'.

Further, A'/Mj, is canonically isomorphic to the complexes. Finally, f*(M'p) =/(p).

Theorem 2.5. Let f be a fixed element of A'. The mapping P'-»/*(P') of

Y into the Riemann sphere is continuous. Further, given a continuous mapping

h of Y into the Riemann sphere such that h(Mp) =f*(M'p) for all peX, then

h=f*.

Proof. It is well known that the mapping p -» M'p is a homomorphism of X

onto a dense subset of Y0 with which we will identify X. There exist unique a,

be A such that/= a + bi. Gillman, Henriksen, and Jerison [10] have shown

that the Stone extension of ato Y0, which is continuous, is (in our terminology)

a* S0. We have seen in Theorem 2.2 that /* = a* + b*i. Since the finite plane is

a topological group,/* is continuous on the set of M'eY0 at which/ is finite.

If/*(Af') = oo then a or h is infinite at M'. Since | a |, | b | = |/|, /* is continuous

at M', showing that/* is continuous on Y0. Let U be a closed set in the Riemann

sphere and let W = (f*)~1(U). Let P'eWc and let M' be the maximal ideal

of A' that contains P'; then M ' e Wc. Since/* is continuous on Y0, W C\Y0 is

closed. Hence M'eW and thus f*(M')eU. Since f*(P')=f*(M'), P'eW,

proving that /* is continuous on Y. Clearly /* restricted to Y0 is the Stone

extension of/ to Y0, and thus is unique.

Given a continuous extension h of / to Y, it must agree with /* on E0. Further,

since M' e \P'}C, h(M') = h(P'), proving the uniqueness off*.

We now apply these results to bounded functions to get the following,

essentially familiar, result.

Corollary 2.6. Let fe A'.f is bounded if and only iff is finite at M' for

all maximal ideals M' of A'. Thus, if f is boundedthe mapping P' -» f*(P') is

a continuous mapping of Y into the complexes. For fe A'* the mapping

/-»/*(P') is a linear homomorphism of A'* onto C.

3.    Krull [23] has shown that the prime ideals of the valuation  ring of a
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field with valuation are in one-to-one order reversing correspondence with the

convex subgroups of the value group. In this section we will develop similar

results for Abelian groups and integral domains with valuation, and then

apply these results to B and B'.

By an Abelian group with valuation will be meant a mapping V whose domain

G is an Abelian group and whose range is a totally ordered set with a least

element, -co, such that the following conditions hold:

(3.1) V(a) = - coif and only if a = 0,

(3.2) Via ± b) zg max V(a), V(b).

Let V be an Abelian group with valuation whose domain is G. Let

T = V(G)- {-co} be called the value set of V. From (3.2) it follows that

V(a) ^ V(b) implies V(a + b) = max Via), V(b). A subgroup H of G will be

called V-convex if given g e G and he H such that V(g) zg V(h), then ge H. A

subset T' of T will be called a lower (upper) set of T if given t e T and t'e T'

such that t zg t' (t ^ f') then t e 7". Note: 0 is both an upper set and a lower set

of T.

Proposition 3.1. The V-convex subgroups of G are in one-to-one order

preserving correspondence with the lower sets of T under the mapping

H -* V(H) O T.

The proof is obvious and is well known in the following special case. Let G

be a totally ordered Abelian group. For a e G let \a\ = max a, —a. For a e G let

V(a) be the smallest convex subgroup of G containing a. Clearly {V(a) : a e G} is

totally ordered under inclusion. It is easily verified that V is an Abelian group

with valuation. V satisfies the following additional conditions.

(3.3) V(a) = V(b) and if only if there exists neN such that |a| zg n|¿>|

and | b | !g n | a J.

(3.4) | a | zg | b | implies V(a) zg V(b).

Clearly a subgroup of G is convex if and only if it is V-convex. V will be called

the natural valuation on G(6).

By an integral domain with valuation, V, will be meant an Abelian group

with valuation whose domain, which in addition to being an Abelian group, is

an integral domain and whose value set is a totally ordered semigroup such that

the following condition holds :

(6) The idea of a natural valuation on a totally ordered Abelian group, which goes back

essentially to Hahn [14], has been used in valuation theory to describe the structure of the value

group of a field with valuation, and recently has been used by a number of authors to treat Harm's

theorem. See, e.g., Conrad [7] and Gravett [13].
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(3.5) V(ab) = V(a) + V(b).

Clearly the value set, called the value semigroup, of an integral domain with va-

luation is commutative and contains an identity element(7). Occasionally we shall

refer to F as a valuation on its domain of definition. Clearly an integral domain

with valuation is a field with valuation if and only if its domain is a field.

Example. Let S be a totally ordered commutative semigroup with an identity.

S is said to satisfy the strict monotone condition if given p, q, reS such that

p <q, then p + r < q + r. Assume that S satisfies the strict monotone condition.

Let £ be an integral domain. For/e £s let c(f) = {s eS: f(s) # 0}. Let D = {fe Es:

c(f) is finite}. Under pointwise addition D is an Abelian group. For/e7),/^ 0,

let V(f) be the greatest element in c(f). Then V is an Abelian group with valuation.

For/, geD let (fg)(s) = Ep+r=s/(p)g(r). Under this operation F is an integral

domain with valuation, S being the value semigroup of V.

Let D be a totally ordered integral domain and let V be its natural valuation,

regarding D as only a totally ordered Abelian group. Let S be the value set V.

Condition (3.5) can be used to define the addition on S; thus F is a totally ordered

integral domain with valuation which will be referred to as the natural valuation

on D(8). It is easily seen that S satisfies the strict monotone condition.

A proper subset J of a semigroup S is called an ideal if J + S c J, and will

be called prime if the set theoretic difference S — J is closed under addition.

Let V be an integral domain with valuation, D its domain of definition, and

let S be its value semigroup.

Proposition 3.2. The V-convex prime ideals (ideals) of D are in one-to-one

order preserving correspondence with lower sets of S that are prime ideals

(ideals) of S, under the mapping I -» F(7) n S.

This follows from Proposition 3.1 and condition (3.5).

Applying Proposition 3.2, we see that there exists a largest F-convex ideal

D0 of D.

Proposition 3.3.   D0 is a prime ideal of D.

Proof. Let a, beD such that abeD0. Assume that a<£D0. Let D0(a) be the

ideal of D generated by D0 and a. Thus D is the F-convex subset of D generated

by D0(a). Hence there exists d0 e D0 and d e D such that F(l) zg V(d0 + da), and

F(6) :g Vid0b + dab), which is in F(D0). Since D0 is F-convex, beD0, proving

the proposition.

If, for example, D is the valuation ring of a field with valuation and if F is the

(7) Here we assume only the weak monotone condition for S: i.e., given p, q and r in S

such that p ^ q then p + r ^ q + r. See Clifford [6] for details.

(8) This idea, which in essence goes back to Hahn [14], was developed by Baer [3] and

Krull [23] for totally ordered fields, and for division rings by Conrad [8].
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restriction of the field valuation to D, then V is an integral domain with valuation,

and D0 is its maximal ideal. This need not always be the case. For example, if

D is the polynomial ring in one indeterminate over a field and if V(f) is the degree

of/, the degree of 0 being — co, then V is an integral domain with valuation

which is not a field and yet D0 = (0). Returning to the abstract case, V will be

called strong if D0 is the maximal ideal of D.  Let V(D0) = S0.

Lemma 3.4. If V is a strong integral domain with valuation, then D0 is

the set of all nonunits of D, S — S0 is a group, and V induces a valuation on

the field D/DQ whose value group is S — S0. Further, the V-convex prime ideals

of D are in one-to-one order reversing correspondence with the upper sets of S0

that are closed under addition, under the mapping I->S0 — V(I).

Proof. Assume that F is a strong integral domain with valuation. Let d be

a nonunit of D ; then (d) is a proper ideal of D and hence is contained in a maximal

ideal, namely D0. Since D0 is a proper ideal, all of its elements are nonunits.

V restricted to D — D0 maps this multiplicative group homomorphically group

onto S — S0; thus S — S0 is a group. Let a, beD — D0 such that a — beD0.

Then V(a) = V(a — b + b)= V(b) ; hence V is constant on the cosets of D0 in D

other than D0 itself, and over these cosets assumes all values in S — S0. We

conclude that F induces a valuation on D/D0 that has S — S0 as its value. By

Proposition 3.2, it suffices to consider the chain of lower sets J oí S that are

prime ideals in S in order to establish the last result of the theorem. Let J be a

lower set of S that is a prime ideal in S; thus J cz S0. Let L= S0 — J. Since J is

a lower set of S, it is a lower set of S0, and thus Lis an upper set of S0. Since J

is prime, S — J is closed under addition. Since S0 is an ideal of S, it is closed under

addition; thus Lis closed under addition. Conversely, let Lbe an upper set of S0

that is closed under addition and let J = S0 — L. Clearly J is a lower set of S0.

Since S0 is a lower set in S, J is a lower set in S. Let p, qeS — J. There exist

r,seL suchthat r _ pand s zg q. Thus p + q 2ï r + seL, proving that J is prime.

Let j e J and seS.To show that J is an ideal, since J is a lower set, it suffices to

show that j + se J for s = 0. Clearly seS — S0. Since S — S0 is a group, — s

exists and is in S — S0. Were j + s$J then j + s and — s would be in S — J.

Since J is prime, this would imply that j eS — J, a contradiction ; thus J is an

ideal. Clearly the mapping J -» S0 — J is one-to-one and order reversing, proving

the theorem.

Let V be an integral domain with valuation, let Ov = {d e D : V(d) g 0} and

Qy = {deD: V(d) < 0}. Clearly Ov is a F-convex subdomain of D. Let V0 be

the restriction of V to Ov. Then V0 is a totally ordered integral domain with

valuation whose value semigroup isS(zgO)(={seS:s_: 0}). Clearly S (< 0)

is a (proper) ideal of S (zg 0); thus Qv is, by Proposition 3.2, a prime Fvideal of

Oy, clearly it is the maximal F0-convex ideal of Or. Let E = Ov/Qv and let it

be called the residue class domain of V. Clearly if V0 is strong, then £ is a field.
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For d e D let d be the residue of d in £ if d e Ov and let J = co if d $ Ov. The

mapping d -» d of D* onto £ U { oo } will be called the place associated with V.

Corollary 3.5. Assume that V is a strong integral domain with valuation.

Then V0 is strong and the residue class domain of V is naturally isomorphic

to the residue class field of D/D0 under the valuation induced by V.

Proof. If D = O y then S — S0, which is a totally ordered group, is {0} ; thus

S0 = S i<0) and Qv = D0. Clearly, in this case, the rest of the corollary follows.

Assume that D ^ Ov. Let aeOv — Qv. Since D0 cz Qy, a is a unit in D. Let b be

its inverse. Then 0 = F(l) = Via) + F(fc) = F(b); thus b e Ov, proving that V0 is

strong. Clearly Ov and Qv are the inverse images of the valuation ring and

valuation ideal, respectively, under the canonical homomorphism D -* D/D0,

proving the corollary.

Let F be the natural valuation on B. Given weB', there exist unique a, beB

such that w = a + bi. As before, let | w | = (a2 + b2)1'2. For feA', (5(|/|) = \S'(f)\,

where ô and o' are the canonical homomorphisms of A onto B and A' onto B',

respectively. Define V\w) to be F( | w | ).

Theorem 3.6. V is an extension of V and is a valuation of B' with the

same value semigroup S. V and V are strong; thus B'/B'0 (B/B0) 's naturally

isomorphic to A'/M' iA/M), where B'0iB0) is the maximal ideal of B'iB) and

M'iM) is the maximal ideal of A\A) that contains P'iP). The prime ideals

of B'iB) are in one-to-one order reversing correspondence with the proper upper

sets of S0(= V'iB¿) = F(ß0)), that are closed under addition, under the mapping

I -* S0 — V'il). Forfe A' the mappingf-►/*(£') is the same as Ô', the canonical

homomorphism of A' onto B', composed with the place associated with V.

By Proposition 1.1 the prime ideals in A\A) are convex; thus the prime ideals

in B\B) are convex. Clearly the V'{V) — convex ideals coincide with the convex

ideals in B'iB); thus V\V) is strong. The rest of the theorem follows from Lemma

3.4.

4. In order to use Theorem 3.6 to determine the order structure of the prime

ideals in B, it is necessary to know the order structure of upper sets of S0 that

are closed under addition. This will be done by considering certain order properties

of a totally ordered group that induce similar order properties in its value set.

Let T be a totally ordered set and let a be an ordinal number. T is called an

na-set (a near nx-set) if given (nonempty) subsets T0 and Tx of Tof power less

than Na such that T0 < Ty, then there exists teT such that T0 < t < Ty

(T0 ̂  t zg Ti)(9).   The author has shown [1] that if a totally ordered Abelian

(9) For example, by 7b < t < T\ we mean that given to e 7b and given t¡ e Ti then

to < t < t . The idea of a near »71-set is known (Kohls [22]); the name and generalization here

given appear, however, to be new.
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group (totally ordered field) is an nx-set, a > 0, then its value set (value group) is

an n^-set. Combining this result with Krull's theorem, cited at the begining of

§3, and with Proposition 3.1 we arrive at the following.

Corollary 4.1. // a > 0 then the prime ideals of the valuation ring of a

totally ordered field that is an nx-set are in one-to-one order reversing corres-

pondence with the lower sets of an nx-set.

Erdös, Gillman and Henriksen [9] have shown that a residue class field of A

is either real or an rçx-set; in the latter case Corollary 4.1 can be applied.

Gillman and Jerison [11, Theorem 14.15] have shown that B is a near nx-set.

When the next theorem is applied to B in case P # M, it will show that S0 has a

property akin to that of being an nx-set. A nonempty totally ordered set Twill

be called an upper nx-set (a lower nx-set) if given t0eT, {teT: t> t0}({teT:

t < t0}) is an nx-set. Twill be called a central nx-set if given r0, tx e T such that

t0 < tx, then {teT: t0 <t < tx] is an nx-set.

Lemma 4.2. Let P be a nonmaximal prime ideal in A and let M be the

maximal ideal of A that contains P. Then S0 ( = V(B0)) is a central nx-set.

If A/M is real, then S0 is an upper nx-set. If P is not the countable intersection

of prime ideals that properly contain it, then S0 is a lower nx-set.

Proof. Since B is a near nx-set, we may apply Theorem 5.1, which tells us

that S and S0 are central r^-sets. If A/M is real, then B0 = {beB: \ b | < 1/n for

all iieJV} and by [11, Theorem 14.16] S0 is an upper ijj-set. The final statement

is'obvious.

Let S0 be a totally ordered commutative semigroup. An upper set of S0 that

is closed under addition will be called an upper subsemigroup of S0. Since the

upper subsemigroups of S0 are upper sets, they are totally ordered under inclusion.

For reS0 let W(r) be the smallest upper subsemigroup of S0 that contains r.

Then the following hold : r z% s implies W(r) = W(s), W(r) = {seS0: nr :g s for

some neN}, W(r) = W(s) if there exist n, meN such that nr zg s and ms zg r,

and W(r) < W(s) if and only if s < nr for all n e N. Let T= W(S0) be called the

value set of IF and let Wbe called the natural upper valuation on S0.

Lemma 4.3. Let P be a nonmaximal prime ideal in A and let M be the

maximal ideal of A that contains P. Let W be the natural upper valuation on

S0 and let T be its value set. Then T is a central nx-set. If A/M is real, then

Tis a lower nx-set, and if P is not the countable intersection of prime ideals that

properly contain it, then Tis an upper nx-set.

Proof. Since every positive element of B has an wth root in B, division by

n in S0 is always possible, and since S0 satisfies the strict monotone condition,

the result of this division is unique. Let Tx and T2 be nonempty subsets of T of

power  less  than   Kj   such  that   TX<T2.   For   teT let  s(i)eS0  such  that
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JF(s(í)) = í. Let S2 = {(l/n)s(r): neN, teT2} and let Sy ={ns(i): neN, teTy}.

Clearly S2<SX. Since S0 is a central ¡iy-set, there exists seS0 such that

S2 < s < S y. By construction Ty < Wis) < T2. By similar arguments the rest of

the lemma follows.

Combining many of the results of this section and §3 we get the following

theorem.

Theorem 4.4. Let P be a prime ideal in A, B = A/P, B0P the maximal

ideal of B, M the maximal ideal of A that contains P, V the natural valuation

on B, S = F(B), and S0 = F(B0). S0 is a central nx-set; thus the prime ideals in

B and B' are in one-to-one order reversing correspondence with the lower sets

of a central ny-set. If B/B0 (= A/M) is real, then S — S0 — {0}, S0 is an upper

rjy-set, and the prime ideals of B are in one-to-one order reversing correspondence

with the lower sets of an upper rjy-set. IfB/B0 is not real then S — S0 is an Abelian

divisible group that that is an rjy-set. If P is not the intersection of a countable

family of prime ideals of A that properly contain it, then S0 is a lower rjy-set

and the prime ideals of B and B' are in one-to-one order reversing correspon-

dence with the lower sets of a lower rjy-set.

Kohls [22] (see also Gillman and Jerison [11]) has introduced the following

definition : for a e B0, a # 0, let P" be the smallest prime ideal in B containing a

and let Pa be the largest prime ideal in B that does not contain a. Then under

the correspondence mentioned in Theorem 4.4, Pa corresponds to

{teT: t zg WVia)} and P" with{ieT: t < W Via)}. Using Theorem 4.4, one

can immediately read off many of Kohls' theorems [22, §2] and also many of

Gillman and Jerison's theorems [11, Chapter 14] on the structure of prime

ideals in A.

5. In this section necessary and sufficient conditions will be given in terms,

of the natural valuation for a totally ordered Abelian group to be a near na-set,

a > 0. This result will then be applied to B and B'.

Let V be an Abelian group with valuation, let G be its domain, and let T be

its value set. For convenience let F(g) be identified with {xeG : F(x) zg F(g)}.

For teT let G(i) = {xeG: F(x) zg i}/{x e G : F(x) < t}, and let it be called a

factor of G. If G is a totally ordered Abelian group and V is its natural valuation,

then the factors of G are Archimedean totally ordered groups and hence iso-

morphic to subgroups of the reals.

Let S be a nonempty totally ordered set and let S' be a subset of S. S' is said

to be coinitial icofinal) in S, if given se S there exists s' eS' such that s' ^ s

is' ^ s). By the lower iupper) character of S is meant the smallest cardinal number

that arises as the cardinal number of a coinitial (cofinal) subset of S. If S has no

least (greatest) element then its lower (upper) character is an infinite cardinal

Ka. In this case tox (the least ordinal, the set of whose predecessors is of power KJ,
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is also referred to as the lower (upper) character of S. These are slight modifi-

cations of Hausdorff's [15] notion of characters.

Let T' be a nonempty upper set of T, the value set of G, without a least element.

Let G' = G/{xeG: V(x) < T'}. Clearly F induces on G' a valuation V that

has T' as its value set. Taking ({y e G' : V'(y) < t}),eT- as a fundamental system

of open sets of zero in G' renders G' a topological group; thus it is meaningful

to ask if G ' is Cauchy complete.

Let a be a nonzero ordinal number. An Abelian group with valuation V will

be called a-maximal if given a nonempty upper set T' of T, with no least element,

whose lower character is less than Ka then G' = G/{x e G : F(x) < T'} is Cauchy

complete. (As observed in [2] this is equivalent to the statement that every pseudo-

convergent sequence [20] in G of length less than ma has a limit in G.)

In [1 ; 2] the following theorem was proved. Let G be a totally ordered Abelian

group, let V be its natural valuation, and let a be a nonzero ordinal number.

G is an nx-set if and only if (i) the factors of G are isomorphic either to the integers

or to the reals, (ii) the value set of Fis an nx-set, and (iii) Fis a-maximal.

The following closely related theorem concerning groups that are near na-sets

will now be proved.

Theorem 5.1. Let G be a totally ordered Abelian group, let V be its natural

valuation, and let a be a nonzero ordinal number. The following conditions

are necessary and sufficient for G to be a near nx-set:

(i)    the factors of G are isomorphic either to the integers or to the reals,

(ii)   the value set of V is a central nx-set,

(iii) V is a-maximal(10).

Proof of the necessity of (i), (ii), and (iii). Let T be the value set of V and let

ie T. Assume that G(l) is not discrete; then it is isomorphic to a dense subgroup

of the real numbers with which we will identify it. Any real number r can be

written as the least upper bound (greatest lower bound) of a nonempty countable

subset H(t) (K(t)) of G(i) that does not contain r. Clearly H(t) < K(t). Let

H(K) be a set of coset representatives of H(t) (K(t)). Clearly H < K. Since G

is a near nx-set, there exists g e G such that H zg g _ K. Clearly r is the image

of g in G(t), showing that (i) holds.

Let T0 and Tx be nonempty subsets of T of power less than Ka such that

T0<TX. For íeTlet g(t)eG such that g(t) > 0 and V(g(t)) = t. Note:

Ng(T0) < g(Tx), both sets being nonempty. If Tx has no least element, choose

geG such that Ng(T0) ^ g = g(Tx). Assume now that Tx has a least element tx.

Further, assume that G(tx) is nondiscrete. We may choose a descending sequence

(g'n)neN of positive elements in G(tx) whose limit is 0. Let g„ be a coset represen-

tative of g'n in G and choose geG such that Ng(T0) zg g 5Í {g„ : neN}.Finally,

(io) The proof given here will parallel the proof given of the main theorem in [1 ; 2].
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assume that G(it) is discrete. Then Vigity)) is isomorphic to Z x {geG: Vig)<ty},

Z denoting the additive group of integers, the order being lexicographic. Let (gs)SBS

be a cofinal subset of {g : V(g)<ty}. Let H = {iO,gs): seS} and let

K = {(1, -gs): se S}. Clearly H < K. If | S | < Ka then, since G is a near na-set,

there exists beG such that V(b) < ty and H zg (a, b) zg K, a = 0 or 1. Note,

a = 0, (1) implies that gu zg b (gs zg — fc) for all seS, a contradiction. Hence

the upper character of {geG : Vig)<ty} is at least Ka; thus NgiTQ) is not co-

final in it and there exists geG such that NgiT0) < g and Vig) < ty. Then, by

construction, T0 < F(g) < Ty, showing that (ii) holds: i.e., the value set of G

is a central na-set.

Let T' be a nonempty upper set of T, without a least element, whose lower

character is less than H». Thus there exists a cofinal subset (r£)£<p of T' such that

s <e'<p implies te>te.; and p < coa. We must show that G' = G/{geG: Vig)<T'}

is Cauchy complete. Thus it suffices to show that any sequence (a'ö)s<n in G'

satisfying the following condition has a limit in G' : given e < p there exists <5(e) < n

such that ¿(e) zg p 2 < 7t implies V'(a'p — a'x) < tt. Let as be a coset

representative of a¿ in G and let fr£ e G, bc> 0, such that V(bc) = r£. Then

die) zg 1 < 7t implies F(aá(£) - aj < V(be) : i.e., ai(i) - bc < ax < aiw + b,. Let

H = ias(e) — be'- E< p} and let K = {ai(t) + i>£: e < p}. Clearly ii and K are

nonempty subsets of G of power less than Ka. Let e, e' < p and let A be an ordinal

such that ¿(e), <5(e') zg A < 71; then aô(e) — be < ax < a5Xe.x + be; showing that

H < K. Since G is a near nx-set, there exists geG such that H zg g zg K: i.e.,

if ¿(e) zg A < 7i then F(aA — g) zg i£. Then g', the image of g in G', is the limit

of ia'à)s<n, showing that (iii) holds.

Assume now that conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) of Theorem 5.1 hold. After

proving three lemmas it will be shown that G is a near «„-set.

By a gap in G (see [15, p. 90]) is meant a pair (G0, Gy) of nonempty subsets

of G such that G0 < Gy, G0 having no greatest element, and Gx no least element,

such that G0 u Gi = G. A gap (G0, Gi) will be called ^.-deficient if the upper

character of G0 and the lower character of Gy are both less than Ka. Clearly G

is a near na-set if and only if it has no a-deficient gaps.

Lemma 5.2. If conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) are sufficient in case the value

set has no least element, then they are sufficient in case the value set has a least

element.

Proof. Assume that the value set T has a least element f0 and that (i), (ii),

and (iii) hold. Let T' = T— {i0}. Then T' is a central na-set whose lower char-

acter is at least Ka. Clearly U (={geG: V(g) zg r0}) is isomorphic to G(f0)

which, by condition (i), is isomorphic either to the reals or to the integers. V

induces a natural valuation V on G' = G/U which has as its value set T'. Clearly

G' satisfies conditions (i), (ii), and (iii). Assume that these conditions imply that

G' is a near na-set. Clearly G is order isomorphic to the set G' x C7, ordered
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lexicographically. We do not assert that G and G' x U are algebraically iso-

morphic. Assume that there exists an a-deficient gap (C0,CX) in G' x U. Let

G'i = 7c0Ci, i = 0, 1. Clearly G'0 and G[ are nonempty, G'0 u G'x = G' and

G'0fíG'x. Since, by assumption, G' is a near nx-set, it has no a-deficient gaps;

thus one of the following holds: (1) G0' C\G[^0, (2) G0 has a greatest element,

or (3) Gx has a least element. In each case an element g' is singled out of G'.

Note: since T has no least element, if (2) and (3) hold, (1) holds; thus g' is

uniquely determined. Let U¡ — {ueU: (g1, u) e C,}, i = 0,1. Clearly U0\JUX = U

and U0 < Ux. If both U0 and Ux ave nonempty, then (1) holds. Since U is Dede-

kind complete (condition (i)) there exists u* eU corresponding to the cut (U0, Ux)

in U. Thus C0 _ (g¡ u*) zg Cx, a contradiction since (C0,CX) is a gap in G' x U;

thus (2) or (3) hold. Assume that (1) does not hold and that (2) holds. Then U0

or Ux is empty. Since g'eG0 (by (2)), U0 # 0; thus Ux=0. Hence

C0 = {(x, «): xeG', u e ¡7, and x zg g'} and Ct = {(x, h): xeG', «et/, and

x > g'}. Clearly the lower character of Cx is equal to the lower character of T',

which is K^. Hence (C0, Cx) is not an a-deficient gap in G' xU, a contradiction.

By a similar argument assuming that (1) does not hold and that (3) does hold

leads to a contradiction, proving the lemma.

Thus in addition to conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) we may assume the following:

(iv) the value set of V does not have a least element.

Thus G is dense. Let Y be the Dedekind completionof G: i.e., let Y be a totally

ordered set, without a least, or a greatest, element in which G is imbedded as a

dense set and such that any nonempty bounded subset has both a least upper

bound and a greatest lower bound. For a,beY let aLb = l.u.b. {g + h: g, heG,

g _ a, and fc zg ft} and let aUb = g.l.b. {g + h: g, heG, g _ a, and h _ b}.

Clifford [5] has shown that S is a commutative semigroup under L and U.

Further, it is easy to see that aLg = all g for all geG, the common value being

written as a + g. The mapping g -» — g of G onto G induces a mapping a -» a*

of Y onto Y. Clearly a** = a and (aLb)* = a*Ub*. Let | a | = max a, a*. For

a e Y let S(a) be the smallest convex subset of Y that contains a and is closed

under L. (S(a) is also closed under [/.) Let W(a) = S(a) n G. The domain of

IF is £ and its range is a chain of convex subgroups of G. Clearly | a | g | b |

implies JF(a) = W(b), and IF(aLft), IF(aL/b) = max W(a), TF(fr). Clearly a gap in

G may be uniquely identified with a point in Y ; such points will be referred to as

gaps in G.

Lemma 5.3. // a is an a-deficient gap in G, a > 0, then there exist h, keG,

such that 0 < h< a < fe and V(h) = V(k); thus W(a) = V(h).

Proof. Since a is an a-deficient gap in G there exist nonempty subsets H, K,

in G of power less than K„ such that l.u.b. H = a = g.l.b. K and 0 < H < K.

Clearly V(H) ^ V(K). Were V(H) < V(K) we could find teT such that

V(H) < t < V(K), since T is assumed to be a central »7a-set (condition (ii)). Let
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geG such that g> 0 and V(g) = t. Then H < g < K, a contradiction since a

was assumed to be a gap, proving the lemma.

Thus, if a is an a-deficient gap in G, W(a) e T, the value set of G. For such a,

a — g is also an a-deficient gap in G. In the following lemma it will be shown

that a can be approximated by elements of G.

Lemma 5.4. If a is an ^.-deficient gap in G, then there exists geG such

that W(a - g)< Wia).

Proof. Let a be an a-deficient gap in G; thus a ^ 0. Clearly | a| > 0 and is

a-deficient. Thus we may assume that a > 0. By Lemma 5.3, there exist h, keG

such that 0 < h < a < k and V(h) = Wia) = V(k) = t. Let Y{h) = {g e G : V(g) < V(h)}.

Since Tis a central na-set, the upper and lower character of Y(t) is at least fcsa.

The argument proceeds as in the proof of Lemma 1.4 [2], proving the theorem.

Proof of the sufficiency of conditions (i), (ii), and (iii),. As shown in Lemma 5.2,

we may also assume conditions (iv) (i.e., that T has no least element).

Assume that there exists an a-deficient gap a in G. Let T' = {teT: W(a — g) zg t

for some geG}. By Lemma 5.4, T' has no least element. Since a is an a-de-

ficient gap, the lower character of T' is less than Ka. Let G" = {geG: V(g) < T'}.

By condition (iii), which we are now using for the first time, GIG" is Cauchy

complete; thus there exists geG such that W(a — g) < T", a contradiction,

proving Theorem 5.1.

Let a > 0. Using Hahn group constructions (considered, e.g., in [2]) we can

construct a near na-group G having an arbitrary central na-set T as value set

and assuming integral or real factors arbitrarily over T. Further, if | T| = Ka,

then such G can be found of power Ka (see [2]).

We now apply Theorem 5.1 to B and B'.

Theorem 5.5. B and B' are l-maximal; thus if P (P') is the intersection

of a countable number of prime ideals that properly contain it, then B and B'

are complete in their valuation.

Proof. Gillman and Jerison [11] showed that B is a near ni-set; thus B is

l-maximal. Given a,beB, \a |, | b\ zg (a2 + b2)1/2; thus B' is l-maximal, proving

the corollary.

Specializing Theorem 5.1 to the case of fields, we have the following.

Corollary 5.6.    A totally ordered field is a near n^-set, a > 0, if and only if

(Ï)    its residue class field is isomorphic to the reals,

(ii')   its value group is a central na-set,

(iii') it is a-maximal.

Let a > 0. Using formal power series constructions (considered, e.g., in [2])

we can construct a totally ordered field K that is a near na-set and that has an

arbitrary central na-set value group G. Further, if | G | = Ka, such K may be

found of power Ka. Finally, if G is divisible, K can be chosen to be real-closed.
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